HIGH-POTENTIAL WOMEN IN EUROPE
UNDERUTILIZED TALENT

EUROPE FACES UNPRECEDENdENTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHALLENGES.¹
Despite rivalling men in credentials, experience, and aspirations—and actually working more proactively to advance their careers—women working in Europe trail their male counterparts in position, pay, and the management responsibilities critical to advancement.

WOMEN WORKING IN EUROPE PROACTIVELY ASPIRE TO THE TOP
WOMEN = MEN

IDENTITY²
My Profession Is an Important Part of Who I Am
76% 80%

AMBITION³
Aspire to the Top in Their Careers
95% 97%

WOMEN > MEN

USE FULL RANGE OF EXPERT-RECOMMENDED TACTICS TO ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS⁴
25% 18%

SEEK OUT MENTORS⁵
33% 25%

ASK FOR A VARIETY OF WORK ASSIGNMENTS TO DEVELOP THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS⁶
64% 50%
Does the same “inequality among equals” play out in your organization?

How do you ensure that high-potential women in your organization receive their fair share of the critical assignments necessary to advance?
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1. **Gender is not significant;** $p > .10$. Women and men were equally likely to be working for global firms in their current jobs at time of survey.

2. **Gender is not significant;** $p > .10$. Women and men were equivalent ages.

3. This is a snapshot in time, taken from Catalyst’s longitudinal study The Promise of Future Leadership: Highly Talented Employees in the Pipeline (McKinsey Global Institute, April 2005).

4. **Gender is significant;** $p < .05$. For more information on career-advancement tactics see Nancy M. Carter and Christine Silva, The Myth of the Ideal Worker: Does Doing All the Right Things Really Get Women Ahead? (Catalyst, 2011).

5. **Gender is significant;** $p < .05$. We report this finding related to respondents’ annual budgets in US dollars because they provided this information in US dollars.

6. **Gender is significant;** $p < .05$. Values $p < .05$ for 11 or more direct reports, annual budgets of $10+ million, profit-and-loss responsibility, and devoted 81% or more of time to line duties.

7. **Gender is significant, even after controlling for experience and firm characteristics, including size, market scope, and industry;** $p < .05$. Expatriate status is also significant, with expats working in Europe more likely than natives to be at entry level; $p < .05$. However, expat status doesn’t interact with gender to predict level in first job; $p > .10$.

8. Women were less likely than men to be in top positions in their current firms, $p < .05$. However, gender does not predict level in current firm after taking into account level in first firm (in addition to experience, number of firms since earning MBA, and firm characteristics); $p > .10$. Together, these two findings indicate that, though women did not fall further behind (taking into account above-cited factors), they didn’t catch up either—which is why women were still less likely to be in top positions in their current firms. Expatriate status is significant after controlling for above-cited factors, with expats working in Europe more likely than natives to be at entry level and less likely to be in top positions in their current firms; $p < .05$. However, expat status doesn’t interact with Gender to predict level in current job; $p > .10$.

9. **Gender is not significant, after controlling for experience, industry of first firm, and position in first firm;** US Dollars were converted to Euros based on 2007/2008 rates; $p > .10$.

10. **Gender is significant, even after controlling for experience, industry of current firm, position and pay in first firm, and position in current firm;** $p < .05$.

11. **Gender is significant;** all $p$ values $< .05$ for 11 or more direct reports, annual budgets of $10+ million, profit-and-loss responsibility, and devoted 81% or more of time to line duties.

12. We report this finding related to respondents’ annual budgets in US dollars because they provided this information in US dollars.

13. This is a snapshot in time, taken from Catalyst’s longitudinal study The Promise of Future Leadership: Highly Talented Employees in the Pipeline that began in 2008 and has included annual updates through 2013. For this particular report, we focused on the 2008 time frame to discover how women and men working in Europe fared in their first jobs post-MBA. Survey participants earned their MBA degrees between 1996 and 2006.

14. **Gender is not significant;** $p > .10$. Women and men were equivalent ages.

15. **Gender is not significant;** $p > .10$. Women and men were equally likely to be working for global firms in their current jobs at time of survey.

This study was authored by Cynthia Emrich, PhD, and Aarti Shyamsunder, PhD.
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